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Estate Planning 101 with
Ann Christensen
By Catherine Austin Fitts
“I am thirty and healthy. I don’t need a will. “
“The world is so depressing, planning a will would
just make it worse.”
I regularly hear the many reasons why we
procrastinate in accomplishing vital personal and
family planning.
Or, even more terrifying, “I have an appointment
with an attorney to prepare a will. I have not thought
through what my personal goals are for my estate
and I have not discussed them with my family. An
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expert estate and tax attorney will know what is
best.”
This week on The Solari Report, I will speak with
Ann Christensen to help you with inspired estate
planning.
Ann is a seasoned trust officer based in Santa Fe,
New Mexico. She has a remarkable gift for helping
people organize the personal and financial aspects
of their lives.
In Money & Markets this week I will discuss latest
trends in the financial markets.
In Let’s Go to the Movies, I will review the new
series of Downton Abbey, describing the family
challenges that result when family heir Matthew
Crawley fails to make a will.
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Just A Taste - Fail into 3.0
Get a "taste" of The Solari Report with this video
excerpt from last week's report:
"Our theme tonight is 'Failure is an Option.' We're
living in a world where there is 2 models. We have
one economy, which I call Global 2.0, that is full of
large organizations that have more liabilities than
assets and is risk adverse. Global 3.0 is filled with
private entrepreneurs and investors and we're
seeing the money really begin to flow."
Watch the video...
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Highlights from Last Week's
Report
"Tonight is the first Precious Metals Market Report of
the new year. I wanted to begin the year with a
framework for how I will be approaching precious
metals in 2014 and I want you to have a framework
for the coming year as well."
See it here or Subscribe

Coming Clean: Beyond the Fiscal
Cliff
We are republishing each of the 22 challenges from
Catherine’s fiscal cliff article weekly. We hope this
helps to digest them bit by bit!
Managed Markets - 13th of 22 Challenges.
Read more here!

About The Solari Report
A live, weekly one-hour briefing with Catherine
Austin Fitts and specialized experts, The Solari
Report helps to navigate you through the shifting
political and financial climates while building your
wealth.
Here is what one listener says about Catherine
Austin Fitts:
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"Wow, Catherine! This chick is thinking way outside
the box. Catherine Austin Fitts on the ramifications of
the G7s latest clampdown on all that loose offshore
money."
Learn more and subscribe here.

Nothing in this Solari Update should be taken as individual investment advice. Anyone seeking investment advice
for his or her personal financial situation is advised to seek out a qualified advisor or advisors and provide as much
information as possible to the advisor in order that such advisor can take into account all relevant circumstances,
objectives, and risks before rendering an opinion as to the appropriate investment strategy.
© Solari, Inc. 2010-2012
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